A series of air-firing base metal resistor pastes which yield resistors with properties comparable to those of conventional precious metal thick film resistors has been developed. The pastes can be post-fired or co-fired with air-firing nickel conductors in a very fast firing cycle thus providing a base metal combination which can be processed using conventional furnaces. This is concluded to be a significant contribution to the manufacture of thick film circuits of low cost especially in view of recent large increases in the prices of precious metals.
INTRODUCTION
The thick film industry has been based on the use of resistor and conductor pastes containing precious metals and the use of these materials has become firmly established. The outstanding electrical conductivity and chemical inertness of noble metals are attributes which are well suited to the role of these elements in thick film technology. Unfortunately noble metals are expensive and their replacement by cheaper alternatives has long been a goal of paste technologists. Most attempts to produce base metal conductor and resistor systems have relied upon the use of reducing atmospheres in the thick film furnace to protect the metals from oxidation at high temperatures. This is a rather expensive and inconvenient procedure requiring specially designed furnaces. Furthermore the characteristics of the fired films are inferior to those obtainable with conventional materials fired in air. An air-firing base metal resistor system with promising properties which was developed in the authors' laboratory was first described by Laurie Figure 3 with a peak at 750C. The profile is bellshaped, there being no need to incorporate the usual long flat zone at the peak temperature. This simplifies furnace profiling. The effect of changes in peak firing temperature on resistivity is shown in ladium silver conductors of relatively high silver content. These proved to be particularly suitable. The resistors are remarkably free from 'end effects' attributable either to the presence of interfacial layers at the conductor/resistor overlap causing a positive contact. resistance, or to diffusion of metal from the conductor into the resistor causing a reduction in value or 'negative contact resistance'. These effects are commonly observed, sometimes to a very marked degree, in ruthenium-based resistor systems. This freedom from serious end effects is evident from the data illustrated in Figure 5 which shows the variation of apparent sheet resistance with resistor length. The only noticeable effect is a very slight increase in apparent sheet resistance for very short resistors at the 100Kohm/square level.
The above data was obtained using palladium-silver conductors. More recently assessment of terminations prepared from air-firing nickel compositions has been undertaken. Preliminary results are very encouraging. 
